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biological data and analytical tools has moved beyond
the cottage industry scale.
In this paper we focus on the approaches taken by
two related projects, myGrid and its workflow
environment, Taverna [1,4], and myTea1. We identify a
strong potential for extending the Taverna workflow
environment so that it is possible for a user to conduct
two modes of bioinformatics work:
1. A routine process-based mode in which a task is
well defined by the desired outcome (datasignature) and the steps necessary to get to that
outcome, e.g. an annotation pipeline
2. An investigative data-oriented mode in which the
overall outcome is unknown at the outset, and the
connections between the steps are governed by the
data outcome of each step.
The first mode has clearly identified use cases [5, 6]
and is well supported by workflow environments such
as Taverna. The second mode, characterized by the
myTea project, is less well-served by mainstream eScience platforms, though examples like [7, 8] exist.
We show that the concept of a data-oriented mode is
not only an intuitive mode of interaction for
bioinformaticians, but that it can also be seen as the
pre-processing that leads to workflows.
To validate the concept, in the second half of this
paper we describe the specification and development of
a Taverna plug-in, the Data Playground. This plug-in,
which applies principles required to perform the second
mode of work, is designed to encourage the user to
experiment by running data through available and
appropriate Web Services. It also features the ability to
“record” a set of tasks performed on some data, which
can be subsequently automatically converted into a
conventional process model workflow.

Abstract
Workflows systems are steadily finding their way
into the work practices of scientists. This is
particularly true in the in silico science of
bioinformatics, where biological data can be
processed by Web Services. In this paper we
investigate the potential of evolving the users’
interaction with workflow environments so that it more
closely relates to the mode in which their day to day
work is carried out. We present the Data Playground,
an environment designed to encourage the uptake of
workflow systems in bioinformatics through more
intuitive interaction by focusing the user on their data
rather than on the processes. We implement a
prototype plug-in for the Taverna workflow
environment and show how this can promote the
creation of workflow fragments by automatically
converting the users’ interactions with data and Web
Services into a more conventional workflow
specification.

1. Introduction
Bioinformatics is a discipline in which e-Science
can, and is, making a big difference [1-3]. The field is
still relatively new, but can be characterized as being
carried out in an almost completely in silico
environment, and by the need to access and analyze
potentially very large datasets that are stored in many
different repositories [3]. Bioinformatics emerged as a
response to the need to detect scientifically important
signatures buried in the ever increasing amounts of
biological data. As such, the early tools of
bioinformaticians were bespoke and produced using
high level programming languages such as Perl. The
favored way of making these tools accessible were as
scripts running on servers that were accessed with
forms embedded in Web pages. As bioinformatics has
become more important to the life sciences as a whole,
the way in which bioinformaticians interact with

2. Background
Many workflow environments have been developed
including Taverna [1], DiscoveryNet [9], Triana [10]
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and Kepler [11]. In this study we use Taverna for two
reasons; it has an extensible plug-in architecture and it
already supports the BioMoby framework, which we
use as the means to access the data services that
constitute the steps in our in silico investigation.
BioMoby has a repository of typed Web Services
which have semantic descriptions that can be exploited
as being unambiguous with respect to each other [12].

workflow is a clear, unambiguous and explicit record
of the process – the experiment provenance.

2.1. From the routine to the exploratory
The myTea project explored the support for day-today tasks of bioinformaticians through the provision of
an electronic lab-book. A significant finding was that
the aspects of bioinformatics that require the most
support are those that elicit the digital traces of in silico
experimentation. Digital traces in bioinformatics exist
in files on the hard drive as data, notes or results. Many
of these are lost as the bioinformatician visits multiple
online Web pages or use local programs for which they
may not be able to capture or record all of the
appropriate information necessary to repeat the
experiment.
Crucially, the level of investment needed to perform
in silico experimentation is so low that the amount of
time a bioinformatician would have to invest in
carefully recording all of the details would practically
take longer than the experimentation itself. Also, there
is often little motivation to record negative results, as it
is much easier to move on to the next task for which
there may be a positive outcome.
Consequently, bioinformaticians will often know
that a re-run of an in silico experiment can be
performed if the need arises. Re-running an analysis
provides no guarantee that the result will be the same
as the previous one however, as many datasets are
constantly updated. Often, if a result is to be recorded,
it will be in a condensed semantic form; “the
experiment X gave me the result Y”. The desirable
situation would be that such statements could always be
supported with the original data, or at least the
specification of how to re-acquire the result from some
initial dataset – again, the experiment provenance.
Clearly these two modes of work, routine and
exploratory, are complementary and share requirements
that should be supported in a common environment.
The problem originally addressed by myGrid and
Taverna was of bioinformaticians analyzing data from
disparate resources with multiple steps that needed to
be repeated at regular intervals. The steps would
originally have been most accessible through forms in
Web pages [6]. The design for the solution to the
problem was to create an environment in which the
processes that comprised the overall task could be
bolted together to accomplish it automatically and
programmatically.
The myTea project identified that during
exploratory analyses for interesting data-signatures, a
bioinformatician may go through a fast cycle of
hypothesis generation, result evaluation and method
selection (Figure 2). Once a data signature has been

Figure 1: A sample Taverna workflow that
represents processes, their inputs and outputs and
connections to other processes.
Like other workflow systems, Taverna has aimed to
take advantage of the programmatic access granted by
Web Services to:
• Provide automation support for bioinformaticians
who repeatedly run a series of processes manually,
often through many different web-based interfaces.
• Provide integrated access to data stored in many
different repositories and in many different formats
and allowing high throughput data processing.
Taverna provides an interaction environment and
automates the transfer and conversion of data between
processes through the specification of workflows, as
seen in Figure 1. The immediate advantage of this
approach is an effort-saving one, as the
bioinformatician is released from the need to repeat
mundane tasks. The standard HTML form based tools
of bioinformatics are not easily strung together, and
require the user to copy and paste relevant data
between form elements. Workflows comprised of Web
Services remove the need for this type of action.
Effort saving is not the only advantage that users of
Taverna have discovered. A number of additional
advantages have become apparent such as: workflows
can be scheduled to run at regular intervals; the
provenance of data passing through a workflow is
assured and can be retrieved at a later date; the
integrity of data passing through a workflow is
safeguarded from human error. Moreover, the
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identified, a process of post hoc rationalization is
needed to validate the results. Subsequently the process
can be formalized, which is a prerequisite for workflow
description.

The two approaches are at extremes in terms of what
the user is trying to achieve; Taverna as it stands
supporting a well defined task and outcome, myTea
supporting ad hoc experimentation with little or no
predetermined plan or intended result. The evolution of
intermediates of these extremes should support a
spectrum of bioinformatics practices with the potentials
being demonstrated with new technologies. As
experience with these technologies increases, the
demand for support for different work practices along
the spectrum will increase.
The Data Playground lies within this spectrum as a
workflow development support environment that
provides a more intuitive method of specifying
workflows by allowing the user to experiment with the
effect of using Web Services on data.

3. Requirements for the Data Playground
The Data Playground concept draws on existing
advantages inherent in the Taverna environment, and
some of the more intuitive aspects for users outlined by
the myTea project. The key requirements for a Data
Playground environment are outlined below.

Figure 2: The ad hoc cycle of experimentation that
precedes identification of interesting datasignatures and potential workflow specification.

3.1. Service discovery

2.2. Work practice evolution

The Data Playground should support the discovery
and navigation of Web Services based on the data that
the user has focused on. It is prudent to remember the
complexity of modeling bioinformatics analysis. In the
absence of a well characterized set of tasks from which
conventional workflow design can be initiated, there
are a large number of options available to the
investigator that depend on both the data at hand and
the analyses that can be performed on that data. Also,
the huge quantities of biological data available to a
bioinformatician come in many different types and
formats.
In a space of so many possibilities, modeling or
anticipating how a bioinformatician might behave
could get unmanageable very quickly. Instead the
system needs to guide the user to what moves it would
be possible and sensible for the user to make. Different
types of data are compatible with different types of
analyses. Data contained in results from analyses have
a similar diversity. To navigate these requires the user
to a) be able to discover available Web Services, b)
ascertain if the purpose of the process is desirable and
c) be informed as to what formats the inputs and
outputs of the Service are.

The creation of workflow environments has initiated
an evolution of work practice for bioinformaticians
who are aware of their existence. The original Taverna
use case targeted a cohort that had achieved a very
clear understanding of their own task and goals, but
perhaps through a lack of any viable alternative. These
scientists would have exhaustively optimized their
work practice of retrieving data and processing it
through web pages. However, a significant amount of
bioinformatics is performed in modes that do not have
such well defined goals. The introduction of such users
to a workflow environment like Taverna can be
counter-intuitive.
As workflow environments and Web Service
components have been developed and evolved, so have
the available possibilities for the work practices of
bioinformaticians. The approach of the myTea project
was to provide a data management environment,
providing the bioinformatician with direct access to
Web Services to retrieve and process data. This was
designed to be a much more intuitive introduction to an
advanced interface environment that would reproduce
the effects of interacting with a Web page, but with the
benefits of recording the details of the action that are
not possible through a Web page.
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3.2. A data-oriented interface

4. Data Playground prototype plug-in

The Data Playground should support the more
intuitive mode of interaction by promoting a datacentric view.
The concept presented here relies on access to Web
Services through the workflow environment, but in a
way that is driven by the user interacting with some
familiar biological data. Consequently, the user should
experience a more intuitive ability to invoke particular
Web Services to transform or analyze the data.
Taverna specializes in support for modeling the
processes that make up a workflow. Workflow
development presents a rather static view of processes
by attempting to produce a pre-determined outcome.
For a bioinformatician in an exploratory work mode, it
is possible to take data and attempt to identify
interesting signatures within that data by using Web
based bioinformatics resources. The transformations
between data types and formats are achieved manually
or also through predominantly Web-based tools.
It is important that this data-centric methodology
does not require some prior knowledge of the desired
outcome, and the user has the freedom to explore the
possibilities of moving the data through the appropriate
processes. This is in stark contrast with the traditional
static view of processes in a workflow environment.

To validate the requirements of the Data
Playground, we have implemented a prototype plug-in
for Taverna, as seen in Figure 3. The plug-in supports
the services provided by the BioMoby project. The
Taverna workbench has already been extended with the
BioMoby framework, enabling the use of their
semantic discovery components. BioMoby Web
Services have typed semantic descriptions that can be
exploited as being unambiguous with respect to each
other [12], making it necessary for the user to specify a
BioMoby type for any data that they bring into the
system. Web Services “in the wild” typically have not
been designed to work together. The adoption of
BioMoby meant we could avoid the complication of
format transformation services (known as “shims”)
between services.
Taverna lacks a dedicated data manager, meaning
that the user has to have some external interaction with
a data repository or locally stored files that contain
data. In a full implementation of a Data Playground this
could have implications for the integrity and the
provenance of data.
Finally, we captured the users’ actions as an active
process rather than a passive one. Ideally, the Data
Playground would passively monitor and record all
user activity such that a workflow could be defined
based on a successful outcome. The specification of a
method for picking out the appropriate subset of
processes from a very noisy history of all processes is
non-trivial, as seen in systems like [13,14,15], and we
were not sure it was even required.
Despite these limitations, this left plenty of scope to
demonstrate the plug-in and validate the concept.

3.3. Workflow specification support
The Data Playground should include features that
improve the transition from ad hoc data-oriented
experimentation to process oriented workflow
description.
It is not the aim for the user to require a priori
knowledge of what components the workflow might
end up having or even what the main outputs of the
workflow might be. However, subsequent to the user
having made informed, ad hoc decisions about running
data through a set of processes in the Data Playground,
they may realize that a certain combination of
processes was useful, and that it is likely that this
combination of processes will be useful again. As such
they will want to convert a set of processes from the
data-oriented playground view to the standard process
oriented Taverna view. This should be as automated as
possible so as to not put up any unnecessary barriers of
comprehension to the user.

4.1. Implementation
The prototype contains several packages. The
Playground Model package is implemented through a
series of extensions to the Java Universal Graph and
Network (JUNG) Framework2. The User Interface
package contains both a number of extensions to the
JUNG visualization framework for the Playground
Panel implementation and also the implementations of
the additional user interface panels. Communication
between the user interface and the Taverna Workbench
is conducted through the set of defined Software
Programmable Interfaces (SPIs).
The visualization and interface to the model is
implemented as an extension to the visualization
2
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Figure 3: The prototype data playground plug-in in Taverna. 1) The Playground Panel with A) Data Objects
that feed into BioMoby objects, B) BioMoby Services which can be executed through a right-click option and
C) the ‘record’ button for recording user activity. 2) The Taverna tree of Web Services which can be
dragged into the Playground Panel and connected to Data Objects. 3) Semantic Discovery panel that shows
compatible services based on input or output. 4) The Data Editor panel for inputting Data. 5) The Data
Viewer panel for viewing data that features the Taverna data rendering capabilities.
framework also provided by JUNG. It separates the
notion of model and view by providing both an
extendable graph framework and a separate
visualization framework. The JUNG visualization
framework was considered to be the most suitable of a
few considered because of low runtime memory
requirements and the ease of integrating it into the
JUNG graph framework.
The prototype of the Data Playground can be
installed using the Taverna plug-in manager from:
http://www.mygrid.org.uk/dataplayground

Data can be introduced by creating new data objects in
the Playground Panel and adding in bioinformatics data
using the data editor panel. Similarly data can be
inspected using the data viewer. Processors comprise a
third area of the screen and can be introduced by
dragging them onto the Playground Panel. Data is
connected to process-inputs by simply dragging a
connection between them.

4.4. Data-oriented viewpoint
The prototype follows the requirements by putting
emphasis onto data as something that can be
manipulated and processed. The Data Objects are easy
to create, are always visible and can be inspected by
the user. This creates a simple but crucial link between
Web Services and data that is missing in the traditional
view of Taverna where it would not be so simple to try
and just run a Web Service to see what would happen,

4.3. User interface
The Data Playground user interface appears in a tab
within the Taverna view as shown in Figure 3. The
main component is the “Playground Panel” that acts as
a canvas for creating objects and links between
graphical Playground objects. These include objects
that represent data, parameters, processes and results.
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meaning that the bioinformatician would be forced
back to more conventional Web page interfaces.

operation. The conversion of a set of actions to a
workflow proved both viable and intuitive. This
was sufficient for a proof of concept design, but
some serious consideration is needed for how to
make this into a passive system that records all
actions, yet can differentiate meaningful actions.
Work by [15] is promising in this regard. Passive
recording would mean that the user would not have
to repeat a sequence of analyses that proved to be
useful after the fact, and instead would be able to
select from an overview of their past actions.
Additional requested functionality such as pause
and undo suggest that the active record and the
passive mode are not mutually exclusive.

4.5. Semantic discovery
Another key requirement for the Data Playground is
that it is ‘smart’ in terms of the types of data. This
means restricting the options for processes based on
what analyses it would be sensible to perform given the
type of data. In the prototype, this ability manifests
itself through the “get processor details” function of
BioMoby. Using this, the user can see which services
are compatible based on the type of input and output of
the selected service. In the case of the prototype this is
only possible because of the typing system in
BioMoby, but proves an extremely valuable operation
to perform and even aids to highlight Web Services
that the user may not have known were available for
their analysis. Again, this only serves to encourage the
user to explore the analysis options associated with
their data.

Service compatibility. The Web Services were
restricted to BioMoby Services because these are
compatible and their signatures are semantically
typed. Metadata will be needed for a much larger
list of services. There is still a way to go before
enough are sufficiently annotated so that a user can
rely on a system to intelligently guide them [17].
my
Grid has a full-time curator annotating the most
popular Web Services with an ontology [16];
however, service providers need to contribute to the
effort to improve scalability. An alternative is to
enforce a stricter typing regime on the participating
services, an approach adopted within systems such
as DiscoveryNet [9], or within well-defined and
managed scientific enterprises such as caBIG [2].
Techniques for identifying components needed to
map between incompatible data, such as in [18] will
also need to be incorporated.

4.6. Record actions and convert to workflow
The Data Playground includes a ‘Record’ function
that, once activated, monitors and records the users’
activity. Once the user has settled on a set of processes,
a new playground can be initiated and the record
function can be activated by the user. The Data
Playground then begins to store the processes that the
user selects as they run their analyses. When the
recording is stopped, the plug-in automatically converts
the moves that the user made into a conventional
workflow that can be saved and used like any other
workflow.

Service metadata through play. Many BioMoby
service providers had poorly or incorrectly
annotated their services. A side effect of the
playground is that the attempted use of a service
with data, the user may discover a more appropriate
annotation for the service inputs. By providing the
user with the mechanism to annotate the service
with the available Moby object types we facilitated
the gathering of further metadata about the service.

5. Playground experiences
Four experienced Taverna users participated in a
series of design and evaluation sessions giving direct
feedback. A wider panel of a further 7 users and
developers participated in an evaluation workshop,
open discussion and completed questionnaires.
Although only an experimental prototype, the
approach was considered sufficiently promising by our
evaluation panel of Taverna users and developers to
warrant further investigation.
Clearly, there is plenty of room for improvement.
The lessons learned will feed into the next iteration of
the Data Playground to better fit the specification.
Also, as users are recruited, its functionality can be
extended to better represent its desired mode of use.

Data management. Data in the prototype is transitory
with respect to the processes, which means that the
user has to retrieve or access some data that is
remote to the Playground and type it before analysis
can begin.
Multiple instances. Users asked for the ability to run
multiple instances of the playground. This may
further encourage the type of experimentation that
bioinformaticians are accustomed to by being able
to compare the outcomes of multiple canvases and

Passive vs Active recording. The prototype features a
record function that has an active mode of
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allow several lines of investigation to be followed at
the same time. This may alleviate the limitations of
the real-estate on a canvas.

common understanding of requirements and solutions.
The Data Playground tries to harness the strong
technological advantages of a workflow system and
combine this with in-depth understanding of work
practices.
Bioinformaticians are becoming aware of the
advantages of expert systems emerging from e-Science,
even if these are not always those they expected. The
expertise and experience of the early-uptake users is
sufficient for them to see how they might specify their
own evolutions in existing technologies that might help
them with tasks they perform now, or even enable them
to perform work that they had previously not
considered possible.
The Data Playground is one of a number of
evolutions for workflow interaction. The forthcoming
release of myExperiment [30] is another example. It
provides scientists with an unprecedented community
aspect to workflows, promoting their sharing and re-use
and encouraging collaboration. This represents a trend
where scientists are no longer expected to start the
process of workflows specification with a blank canvas.
Instead, they can learn from the experience and
expertise of others, reusing and adapting whole
workflows or fragments of workflows [31]. The Data
Playground provides a complementary environment
where workflow fragments are auto-generated from the
scientists’ more natural mode of data exploration. The
future seems to rely on the interoperability of such
workflow-related environments to provide their users
with the flexibility to carry out their normal work
practices whilst advancing the benefits of workflows to
researchers in the life sciences.

Scalability. The approach is not intended be used to
generate very large workflows in one go. Instead it
is expected to be used to develop sub-workflows
that will be stitched together as components in a
larger workflow. Neither is it intended to handle
large-scale data; the data are representative
examples of that to be managed on an “industrial
scale” by the workflow.

6. Related work
There is a plethora of research and experience in the
practice of observing a user’s interactions as they
undertake a task, recording this as a script or macro and
playing it back. We were inspired by “Programming by
Example” [19,21], automatic macro systems [22,23,26]
and programming systems for non-programmers [20].
Principles such as ensuring everything relevant to the
current task is visible on the screen, and maximizing
point and click over textual input were useful to the
design of the prototype.
Workflow by example is a less well-developed area.
The WbE system [24] does observe the user, but builds
workflows across a database rather than across multiple
services and does not support direct data manipulation
on the desktop. The Composition Analysis Tool [25]
and [27] focus on intelligent user guidance during
workflow composition, but still within a conventional
process-oriented rather than data-oriented workflow
assembly approach, with a view to workflow
consistency. Galaxy [8] is an example of a workbench
that offers facilities to interact directly with data
through a conventional web browser, forms-based
interface but has yet to generate workflows, although
BioManager [7] does. Frameworks such as Chickenfoot
[13] can be used to construct workflows over webbased forms. The Data Playground is not a browser or
forms based system. We chose instead to use a direct
manipulation paradigm. Direct manipulation interfaces
are a well-developed area including innovative
commercial products such as Surface [28], and
Looking Glass [29] which we would love to try out.
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